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Giardini Naxos, Classic Taormina 2015

ACTIVITY LEVEL: MODERATE

Your tour will begin with a pleasant drive to Taormina. Built in the 3rd century BC, the city was
later almost completely renovated by the Romans. It is perched on a terrace overlooking the
sea. You will stop near the center of Taormina, Corso Umberto. At the start of this charming
street is the Palazzo Crovaja, the greatest symbol of Taormina’s long and varied history. You
will see Piazza IX Aprile, with its characteristic black and white paving, Gothic St. Augustine’s
Church and 17th century Church of St. Joseph. The piazza leads to the oldest part of Taormina
through the Porta Di Mezzo where the Torre dell’Orogio Clock Tower majestically stands.
Compact and beautiful Piazza Duomo has its own bar and ornate Baroque fountain, and is
home to Palazzo Ciampoli, Floresta House, Palazzo Municipale and the 13th century Plaza del
Duomo Cathedral. The most remarkable monument in Taormina is the Ancient Theater, built
mainly of brick, the second largest of its kind in Sicily, and still used today for opera, theatre and
concerts. While you are wandering Taormina consider purchasing a mulberry gelato.

Please note: Buses are not permitted to enter the town of Taormina. Guests will get to the city
center from the parking lot by lifts. There is an entrance fee required at the Ancient Theater.
Wear comfortable walking shoes.

PRICE$39
BOOK TOUR

Giardini Naxos, Full Day Private CAR + Guide

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own car. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence
to design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal
stops to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 1-2 guests. Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private car, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be



adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 8 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$1499
BOOK TOUR

Giardini Naxos, Full Day Private VAN + Guide

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own van. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence
to design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal
stops to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 3 - 6 guests. Private vans are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private van, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 8 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$1599
BOOK TOUR

Giardini Naxos, Half Day Private CAR + Guide

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own car. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence
to design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal
stops to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 1-2 guests. Private cars are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private car, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be



adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 4 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$999
BOOK TOUR

Giardini Naxos, Half Day Private VAN + Guide

ACTIVITY LEVEL: EASY

Explore at your leisure with a private vehicle, driver, and English-speaking guide. This exclusive
tour will allow you to customize your time ashore and explore the most interesting sites in the
comfort and privacy of your own van. With your private vehicle, and the personalized attention
of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the flexibility and independence
to design your itinerary ashore. See the iconic sites of the city, or create your own personal
stops to make the experience your own.

Please note: Capacity: 3 - 6 guests. Private vans are ordered per vehicle (not per person). This
tour includes transport in a private van, driver and English Speaking Guide. Itinerary can be
adjusted with tour guide as long as it’s in the area and does not exceed the duration of 4 hours.
Recommended for physically challenged guests.

PRICE$1199
BOOK TOUR


